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A formulation for the pararnagnetic susceptibility of a typical disordered itinerant-electron metamag-
netic material is proposed by using a tight-binding approximation. Moreover, some considerations on the
susceptibility tensor are exposed.

INTRODUCTION

Itinerant-electron metamagnetism has been observed in various intermetallic
compounds as RCo2, RMn2, and ThCo5 [1] [2] [3] [4]. However, theoretical
research on this subject has been scant so that it is necessary to develop accurate
models to explain the involved phenomena. In the following, we will use a
tight-binding approximation to calculate the magnetic susceptibility in the
paramagnetic state for disordered itinerant-electron metamagnetic materials: In
fact, such disordered materials have not been investigated either theoretically nor
experimentally, so that our formulation constitutes a prediction based on solid
prescriptions. Since a disordered material is isotropic, by assuming a diagonal
susceptibility tensor, the three non-zero diagonal elements of this tensor are
assumed to be the same.

THEORY

Firstly we formulate the following expression for the paramagnetic susceptibility of
a typical itinerant-electron metamagnetic material [5]"

Xkk 1 a <lOil-klJlJ> <JlJl-kllOi> (k 1, 2, 3) (1)
i,j El]- E0i

that is,

Xkk l I<JOilkld}l}>12 (Eli E0i) -1 (2)
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with Xll X22 X33 (=X) by taking into account a susceptibility tensor ^= . On
the other hand, in expression (1) and (2) /is a real constant (/> 0), L-- (LI, L2, L3)
is the anguJar momentum operator, and 0i and lj are Schr6dinger eigenfunctions
such that Hloi> Eoiloi>, HIlj> Eljlli>. We assume two bands labeled 0
and 1, which correspond to the spin-up and spin-down bands, respectively, so that
oi refers to the spin-up band and ly refers to the spin-down band. Also, and ]
label the states within the bands. Next we consider the following orthonormal
tight-binding basis:

[11i> E <1[/lot[1i> [lot> (4)

so that we get:

(5)

In addition, we have:

X c! {E [<*ll"lk[lloi’ (f
i,j o

(7)

where c is a real constant (c > 0). Finally, expression (7) can be transformed by using
the basis formed by (3) and (4) so that we obtain:

i,] o

where lk(U) --= eufi Lke-ufi.

(8)

CONCLUDING REMARKS

By using an orthonormal tight-binding basis, we have obtained an expression for
the paramagnetic susceptibility of a typical disordered itinerant-electron metamag-
netic material. This relationship becomes useful to understand certain aspects
related to the Stoner model [6] [7]. Our theory can be linked with new mechanisms
for itinerant-electron metamagnetism and we can claim that this theoretical
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formulation is related to the coupling between electrons and atom clusters. On the
other hand, disorder constitutes an ingredient that introduces serious difficulties in
the above context.
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